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Abstract

Aims: The aims of this study were to explore the transition of new dental graduates to gain a deeper understanding of the merits and challenges of a mentored year for new graduates in general dental practice settings.

Methods The study was conducted in the South West region of England. Qualitative methods were used to engage a range of stakeholders in dental education including dental students, academics, general dental practitioners, new graduates, specialists and representatives of the postgraduate dental deanery. Purposive sampling was employed and after ethical approval, participants were contacted through professional channels. All interview transcripts were transcribed verbatim. The data were imported into NVivo 10 (QSR International Pty Ltd) and analysed thematically.

Results Sixteen participants representing a variety of stakeholder groups were interviewed. The participants shared their perceptions and experiences regarding the transition new dental graduates into dental practice. The challenges and benefits are discussed along with strategies to facilitate a smooth transition.

Conclusions This study provides an insight into experience of a mentored year for new dental graduates in general practice settings. Foundation training provides a structured introduction into general practice and serves as a safety net before new graduates gain further independence in clinical practice.
Introduction

Dental students are expected to acquire a high standard of cognitive, psychomotor and affective skills during the undergraduate programme. A unique aspect of undergraduate education in dentistry is that it involves performing irreversible operative procedures on patients for which the students are personally responsible. Clearly, due to the high levels of competence required in operative skills, dentistry can be a demanding and often stressful experience for the students (1, 2). Furthermore, transition into general practice following graduation poses additional challenges for new dental graduates.

The concept of competence is not new and can be traced back to several centuries amongst the Greeks, Romans and Persians. In more recent times, interest in competence-based education initially re-surfaced in the United States in the seventies of the last century (3) and was predominantly aimed at improving behaviour-oriented skills which subsequently shaped the design of vocational technical courses. Following the Bologna Declaration, the last 15 years have witnessed a strong trend towards Europeanization of higher education (4). However, instead of a behaviour-oriented skills approach the European initiatives have adopted a more integrated approach of developing unified clusters of knowledge, skills and attitudes that facilitate an introduction into a field of study and subsequent transition into work environments (5).

In parallel with other areas in higher education, the Association for Dental Education in Europe (ADEE) is working toward harmonization and convergence of dental curricula across Europe (6, 7). Dental educators in Europe have agreed on the profile of the graduating dentist. According to the profile and competences for a
European dentist, as agreed by the general assembly of ADEE, “A dentist must have acquired this ability through the achievement of a set of generic and subject specific competences – abilities essential to begin independent, unsupervised dental practice. This should be achieved by the time he or she obtains the first professional degree”. Professionalism, interpersonal, communication and social skills, knowledge base, clinical information gathering skills, diagnosis and treatment planning, therapy and prevention have been identified as the broad categories of professional activity and concerns that occur in the general practice of dentistry. In the United Kingdom (UK), the General Dental Council (GDC) has also prescribed learning outcomes for dentists (8) focusing on a competency-based framework in four key domains namely; clinical, communication, professionalism and management and leadership. The GDC learning outcomes are broadly similar to the ADEE profile.

The move of dental graduates from the University environment into the dental practice represents a critical transition in the continuum of dental education. However, there is a paucity of published literature regarding the dynamics and structure of transition of dental graduates across Europe. In UK, newly qualified dental graduates spend a mentored year in general dental practice settings under a scheme known as foundation training. Formerly known as Vocational training (VT), foundation training was initially started as a voluntary scheme for new dental graduates in UK as early as 1977. However, in 1993 a one-year period of training subsequently became a mandatory requirement for all newly qualified dental graduates in UK who intended to practice within the National Health Service (9). The GDC strongly endorsed this arrangement, which ‘allows a gradual and controlled transition from the shelter of undergraduate education to unsupervised practice’ (10).
There is a general understanding that one year of foundation training is a protected period which is essential to allow the transition of a relatively inexperienced undergraduate to an independent dental practitioner. Although all dental schools strive to comply with the GDC learning outcomes for new graduates (8), there is evidence this may not always be achieved and the transition into general dental practice programme remains a demanding milestone (11, 12, 13, 14).

Historically, pedagogy in medical education has been influenced by a variety of theoretical perspectives including behaviourist, cognitivist, humanist, social and constructivist theories of learning (15). However, these theories largely view learning as an individual activity (16). Advances in medical education have influenced educators to view health-care education through the lens of sociology and anthropology to capture all the influences and interactions that transpire in the learning environments through active engagement of the learners (17). The conceptual framework of this research is based on the theory of Situated Learning (18). Situated learning asserts that learning is always intricately tied to its context and to the social relations and practices. It emphasizes the social nature of cognition, and the importance of authentic situations and activities to facilitate learning (16). In the context of dental education, the dental profession represents a fraternity who come together in pursuit of a shared enterprise. The role of a dental student may be viewed as one of legitimate peripheral participation (18). The newcomers begin learning at the periphery of the dental community, initially by observing and later by performing basic tasks. As they become more knowledgeable and skilled, they move centrally. Through participation, active engagement and assuming increasing
responsibility, the newcomers acquire the roles, skills, and values of the culture and community.

Most studies on dental graduates primarily centre on strengths and weaknesses in the clinical skills of new graduates using pre-designed questionnaires. However, there are few studies exploring the experience of transition following graduation (19, 20). The aim of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the concept of preparedness of dental graduates and how the transition is perceived by a range of stakeholders. The issues related to preparedness have been discussed in another paper (21) and this paper focuses on the challenges related to the transition of new graduates into foundation training. The findings of this study may be of interest to dental educators in Europe and beyond to as it highlights the merits and challenges of a mentored year in general dental practice following graduation.
Methods

This study was undertaken in the South West region of England using qualitative methods i.e., semi structured interviews. Purposive sampling technique was done to recruit a range of stakeholders including dental students (DS), dental academics (DA), foundation dentists (DF), foundation trainers (FT), and general dental practitioners (GDP). Semi structured interviews were used to explore the perceptions of the participants with regard to transition of dental graduates into foundation training. Ethics approval was obtained from the Research Ethics committee of the institution. The participants were recruited through e-mail invitation using professional channels. Sixteen participants were recruited (three participants from each of the five stakeholder groups, along with a regional deanery representative).

Interviews were carried out in quiet rooms at a university in South West England. Some interviews were also conducted in a quiet room at local dental practices where some participants were based. The researcher obtained an informed consent from each participant prior to commencing the interview. The participants were also reminded that the interviews would be recorded and were provided an opportunity to express any concerns. The role of the principal researcher and their professional capacity was made clear to each participant i.e., the researcher is a full-time clinical academic based at a local dental school. A topic guide was developed to guide the course of the interviews. Initially each participant was asked to explain their professional role which helped to break the ice. This was followed by a few open-ended questions to explore the perceptions of the participants regarding transition of new graduates into general practice, essential attributes of preparedness, potential challenges and strategies to facilitate a smooth transition. Two pilot interviews were
undertaken to determine the practicalities of interviewing process and ensuring the method is appropriate to address the research questions. Participants were given complete freedom to express their views by consciously avoiding any interruptions. A mirroring technique was used to explore the responses of the participants in further detail with a focus on meaning and experience of various groups of stakeholders rather than generalised patterns of behaviour. Prompts were used if the initial responses of the participants were brief. Some initial reflections were made on paper immediately after each of the interviews to record any observations about the interview. Following initial look at the data gathered during each interview, the topic guide was refined in successive interviews in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the emerging themes. The aim was to capture how the participants differ as much as what they have in common. The interviews were recorded using a digital audio device to allow the researcher to revisit the original data as often as necessary. All interviews were transcribed verbatim by the researcher within ten days of each interview. The transcripts were anonymised using pseudonyms to protect the identity of the participants. The accuracy of typed transcript was confirmed with each participant electronically.

The data were imported into NVivo 10 (QSR International Pty Ltd) and an initial coding of the data was carried out by systematic reading through the entire data set sentence by sentence. Initial coding as free nodes resulted in 114 nodes. Repetitive revisiting of the transcripts, audio recordings and the accompanying notes helped to collapse the nodes into broader codes. A thematic analysis of the data was carried out using an inductive approach i.e., the themes were data driven and were not categorised on the basis of questions asked in the interviews. An iterative process of
categorising and re-categorising was involved in the thematic analysis. Further analysis and reflection helped to establish *tree nodes* from *free nodes* which finally crystallised into the themes. Data analyses were validated by comparison with analysis of transcripts by two independent researchers to verify the seeming accuracy of the category system. Following deliberations, minor modifications were made to the coding of the data and categorisation under various themes. The results were shared with four participants (a dental academic; a general dental practitioner, a foundation trainer and a foundation trainee) to ensure interpretation of the data were consistent with their views.
Results

Sixteen participants (9 males and 7 females) were interviewed with equal representation of various stakeholder groups. These included 3 experienced dental academics, three final year undergraduate students from a local dental school, 3 foundation trainers, 3 foundation dentists (at various stages of training), and 3 general dental practitioners in the South West region of England. In addition, the regional postgraduate Dean also participated in the study.

The participants expressed their views on a range of issues related to the preparedness of new graduates, reasons for gaps in training, challenges of transition, and also suggested strategies to improve preparedness. The main themes related to transition are discussed in this paper along with excerpts from interview transcripts.

I Perceptions of Transition into Foundation Training

Participants had mixed perceptions regarding the transition with some participants regarding it as a stressful experience with multiple challenges while others perceived it to be a generally smooth process. Time management in the face of increased workload, and expectations of patients and trainers were the key challenges perceived by the dental students and foundation dentists. While the dental academics and foundation trainers shared some of these concerns, they considered establishing professional relationships with the dental team was a key factor to facilitate a smooth transition. Nevertheless, representatives of all stakeholder groups affirmed the need for a mentored year in general dental practice setting for new graduates and regarded transition into foundation training as an exciting milestone for professional development.
“I’ve been around the block enough to accept that and recognize the importance of a mentored year and in order for them to consolidate their learning and actually apply their knowledge and hopefully transfer that to becoming an expert. Probably it is the best thing for dentists who are graduating. I wish that every dental school in Europe had foundation training because it would save a lot of trouble”. (FT 2)

It appears that although the new graduates were concerned about working in a new environment, they looked forward to it and generally settled down well.

“My experience has been good. The practice is very well prepared for VT; they have been doing it for ten years. The nurse always works with the majority of the year, which is really good at the start and that was something I worried about”. (DF1)

Perhaps it is understandable for a new graduate to be apprehensive of working in a new settings coupled with uncertainties regarding the expectations of their future trainer. Like the foundation dentists, trainers also agreed that generally the new graduates settle down within the first couple of months.

Foundation training was seen as a sharp learning curve but one which provided an opportunity for rapid professional development. While the dental students realised prospects of future training, the foundation dentists shared their actual experiences and expressed how quickly training in practice improved their clinical confidence.

“I think, four years of dental school could fit into a week at practice. Yeah it’s incredible to think how quickly you learn once you get into practice as opposed to the time spent in training”. (DF 1)
“My confidence in my dentistry sky-rocketed in the first few weeks of practice, much more than it did over the four years but I think that’s just because you are seeing more patients, you are cracking on”. (DF 3)

Given that new graduates have had teaching and training in basic clinical dentistry, it is understandable that experience in general practice allows rapid consolidation of clinical skills. Unlike the departmental organisation of most dental schools and hospitals, general practice settings provide exposure to a variety of patients requiring a range of treatments on a daily basis. The foundation dentists are responsible for patient assessment, treatment planning, treatment delivery and follow-up, allowing a more holistic experience. Moreover, training does not involve extensive daily teaching activities, routine examinations or academic assignments, which helps the trainees to focus on their clinical and team-working skills.

However, representatives of students, foundation dentists and dental academics regarded adequate support from the trainer and nursing staff crucial for a seamless transition. This is particularly important during the initial period when the work environment and colleagues seem unfamiliar to a newly qualified dentist.

“The way the practice is setup is important, whether you can ask for help, whether you feel safe enough to ask for help without being feeling to be criticised. My experience has been good. The practice is very well prepared for VT; they have been doing it for ten years. The nurse always works with the majority of the year, which is really good at the start and that was something I worried about”. (DF2).

“This will vary from student to student as a graduate and from practice to practice. Where they have an experienced trainer and an experienced dental nurse with them,
they'll find it easier. If they are put under pressure to become too fast too soon, that will be an issue”. (DA 2)

A supportive practice environment may be achieved in a number of ways including allocation of a dedicated experienced nurse, regular briefing and debriefing sessions by the supervisor before and after each clinical session respectively. Although the trainers may spend part of their time treating patients themselves, they need to ensure their trainees are not hesitant to ask for help when in difficulty. As suggested by one foundation trainer (FT2), having their trainee’s surgery in close proximity allowed them to keep a close eye and identify when they are in difficulty, may also be helpful.

II Challenges of Transition

a) Recruitment for Foundation Training

Recruitment of dentists for foundation training in UK has been centralised recently and places are allocated based on a national ranking system. The process of recruitment is carried out during the final year of study and it was regarded as an initial challenge, primarily due to its competitive nature.

“The whole country-wide ranking system must be very stressful for the students. I have watched them being much stressed about it and I do feel sorry for them. I think it is very difficult for them”. (FT2)

Centralised recruitment which was introduced in 2011, presents specific challenges to various stakeholders. The recruitment is no longer at the discretion of individual deaneries and the foundation trainers do not have a direct control over the trainee allocated to their practice. Applicants need to state a preference order for each of the
74 training schemes and are offered a place on the basis of ranked scores achieved and stated preferences. The students appear for the selection process in their final year and often regard it as an additional hurdle prior to the finals examination. The dental academics are also under increasing pressure to provide structured training for the selection process which adds to their workload. Although various stakeholders have their concerns, the deanery representative felt that the national recruitment scheme is probably more fair and transparent and more amenable to quality assurance. Perhaps it may be premature to pass a judgement on the relative merits and demerits of national recruitment and further experience may better inform the stakeholders.

b) Increased Patient Load

Increased patient load with relatively limited time surfaced as a major concern for dental students and foundation dentists. The participants felt that unlike the dental school environment, they do not have freedom of long clinical appointments. Working under tight time schedules was regarded as a major challenge by prospective and recent graduates.

“*There is a level of expectation about the number of patients you will see in a day and if you have to treat a certain number of patients, you may be quite restricted in terms of the time available for each appointment*.“ (DF 1)

Effective time management to treat a larger number of patients was mentioned as a concern by all dental students and the new graduates. Although the concern was appreciated by foundation trainers, they felt new graduates tend to get better at time management after the initial few months in training. Simulated dental practice
training during undergraduate years was suggested as an appropriate strategy to enhance clinical time management skills (see next section).

c) **Increased Responsibility**

The dental students were of the view that the dental schools provide a more sheltered environment with direct supervision while there is a greater responsibility with an added risk of litigation in the foundation year.

“I think it’s a normal psychological aspect of thinking that we are protected here and if something happens there is always a supervisor to bail us out. That is not always going to be possible once you are finished and this scares a lot of people”. (DS 1).

Like all clinicians, foundation dentists also require a professional indemnity cover to deal with potential litigation by patients. Although anecdotal evidence does not suggest that patients’ complaints against foundation dentists are particularly high, foundation dentists also seemed to be concerned about the risk. The foundation trainers, dental academics and the deanery representative were of the view that the new graduates can significantly minimise the risks of litigation by acting within the limits of their professional competence, reflective practice, good communication skills and actively seeking help from their trainer when required.

d) **Increased Patient’s Expectations**

New graduates felt they had limited clinical experience and this coupled with increased workload and responsibility mentioned before, poses a particular challenge when treating patients in general practice. Patients in practice pay for their treatment and may have higher expectations than those at the dental school. Patients may regard the foundation dentist as having limited clinical experience and
may have less confidence in their skills compared to those of an experienced practitioner.

“I was inexperienced, didn’t want really people to think I was inexperienced. So I was a bit scared of saying it won’t work”. (DF 2)

“If someone needs extensive treatment, where they may be paying over 200 pounds for their treatment and they are being seen by a young dentist who has just qualified, then they might be a bit concerned”. (DF 3)

These concerns were expressed primarily by the dental students and foundation dentists. The foundation trainers and general dental practitioners were also aware of these apprehensions but felt that it is part of the professional cycle and confidence of a new dentist can only grow with further exposure and experience.

e) Establishing Professional Relationships

The idea of working in a new environment and adjusting with an entirely new dental team may also pose an additional challenge. This was particularly reflected by the representative of the regional deanery which regulates foundation training and foundation trainers.

“One issue which may arise is of course personality clashes which I think can be more intense in general practice. Not getting on with their nurse, maybe not getting on with their trainer or other people in the practice which can produce tensions”.

(Deanery Rep).

Although participants from various stakeholder groups uniformly expressed the importance of team-working and communication skills to establish professional relationships, this was stated more explicitly by the deanery representative. Perhaps
this may be attributed to the regulatory role of the deanery as they may be required to arbitrate conflicts amongst the members of the dental team. However, it was not identified as a major issue by any of the other participants.

f) **Unrealistic Expectations**

Providers (dental academics and foundation trainers) also expressed their views regarding the remit of undergraduate dental education and training. They emphasized the need to recognise the limitations of undergraduate programmes both by the dental schools as well as the foundation trainers.

“Too many dental schools expect students to have covered everything and my understanding is that we need to give students the tools to be able to carry out anything new”. (DA 3)

“I don’t think there is anything more the dental school can do, keeping them any longer than you need to, is not helpful. You have got to let them go at some point, they toddle and fall over but they have got to the stage where they can walk and the dental school has got to let them go”. (FT 2)

All foundation trainee participants in this research were satisfied with the support and feedback they received from their trainers and did not perceive their trainers to have any unrealistic expectations. However, two foundation trainees did report experiences of some of their peers whereby their trainers appeared to expect them to perform complex clinical procedures. Moreover, some trainers and a deanery representative also felt that sometimes the trainers, particularly new ones, may have very high expectations from new dental graduates.
“I think it’s to do with lowering the expectations of the trainers, especially the newer trainers ... the dilemmas occur or problems occur when trainers who have too high expectations”. (FT 1)

“Some trainers look with rose-tinted spectacles back at to how they were as graduates. Yes, I have probably done twice or three times as many of most operative procedures as a modern graduate but when I look back, I was not reasonably good at taking teeth out until I finished my senior house officer jobs”. (Deanery Rep)

The perceptions of the participants about transition into foundation year are summarized in Figure 1.

III Strategies to improve preparedness

The participants also made recommendations to enhance preparedness of new graduates and facilitate a smooth transition into general practice. Some of the suggestions are as follows:

a) Dental practice experience for undergraduates

Providing general dental practice experience to undergraduates was suggested as a key strategy to facilitate the transition of new graduates. This option was discussed by representatives of all stakeholder groups.

“If they are in real practice in their final year, they are probably gonna have more realistic experience, they are gonna see what surgery would be like... and would get to see how practice would run rather than being there themselves in isolation, they could see other dentists working in practice and hygienists and therapists and sort of see how the day rolls out” (DA 1)
Although experience in general practice is recognised to be beneficial for undergraduate students, it may not be possible for students to do hands-on clinical work on patients in practice due to medico-legal issues and their visits may be limited to observation or assistance. Perhaps another alternative is to set up simulated dental practice clinics at the dental school where final year students can treat a larger number of patients during each session. Some dental schools already have such arrangements in place.

b) Pep-talks from foundation dentists

Two dental students suggested the dental schools can organise visits by foundation dentists to speak to the final year students and share their experience.

“I think something the students could do is, maybe organize for some VT to come and speak to the final year students to give them more like a ground level experience, you know you can relate better to people you know and who have just gone through the same process as you have”. (DS 2)

Although this recommendation was made by only two participants, it seems quite feasible and useful and may not have any cost implications either. Perhaps the foundation dentists owe it to their parent institution and may wish to volunteer. Moreover, social media may also be used effectively by dental students and foundation dentists to develop electronic channels of communication.
Fig. 1. Views of participants on transition from dental school to foundation training. The figure illustrates the challenges of transition (left) and also identifies positive perceptions (right).
Discussion

The findings of this study support the social context of learning in dental environments and corroborate the epistemological framework underpinning this research. Active engagement with the supervisors, integrating with the dental team, reflective practice, the ability to adapt to the general dental practice environment and interact appropriately with patients to meet their expectations are crucial to a smooth transition for new graduates. The dental students and the new graduates need to engage with their educators and the rest of the team in order to transform themselves and acquire the roles, skills, and values of the culture and community. Although dental graduates across Europe have the opportunity for internship following graduation to consolidate their skills before independent practice, most graduates spend their internship year in a dental hospital or University environment. Given that most dental graduates end up in a general dental practice environment, it may be argued that perhaps dental practices are ideal to provide a realistic experience during an internship after graduation to facilitate “situated learning”.

A transition is not a moment, but rather a dynamic process in which the individual moves from one set of circumstances to another (22). A successful dental qualification is a rewarding milestone but the continuum of transition into practice often presents a steep trajectory, at least initially. Dental graduates face a common challenge to handle increased responsibilities that accompany the delivery of patient care while simultaneously learning during this process. A new graduate will take time to develop and needs several years of exposure and experience in clinical practice settings to consolidate their knowledge, skills and attitudes (23, 24). Competence in
clinical practice should not be solely viewed as an achievement but rather a habit of lifelong learning (25). The data from this research also shows that transition is often perceived as a challenging and stressful experience for dental graduates and similar findings are reported in studies on medical graduates (26). Increased responsibilities and expectations for newcomers require coping strategies to ensure they can function competently in the new environment (27). There is substantial evidence in literature to show that transition may evoke stress and negative emotions (28). New graduates also recognize transition as an opening to enhance skills and experience. Given the dynamics of transition, new graduates may repetitively re-examine their role, career progression and approach and this processing may conjure positive as well as negative sentiments (22). They may adopt new behaviours or alter their context due to uncertainties and often such processing occurs at the unconscious levels (29).

Dental educators need to ensure that the dental graduates are equipped with the skills to effectively cope with the challenges of new environments so that the transition is perceived as a positive learning opportunity. Participants in this study highlighted the importance of feedback from the educators and trainers as an important factor in enhancing their skills and composure during performance. However, feedback must not be solely regarded as a responsibility of the trainer. Evidence from sociology literature shows that newcomers who proactively seek feedback from their trainers tend perform and integrate better (30). Data from this study supports these findings. Active engagement of trainees with supervisors was considered to be an important factor to facilitate their learning experiences and deal with challenging tasks.
This study also provides further insights into the role of foundation trainers and practice environments. Transition should not be viewed solely from the trainee’s perspective. The practice environment, support and feedback from trainers, nursing and administrative support, freedom in the choice of materials, equipment and clinical procedures are also likely to influence the transition during the foundation year. In this regard the personality traits of the foundation trainer may also have a significant impact on developing inter-personal relationships and how the foundation dentists seek feedback. These findings support the influence of trainer expertise highlighted in other studies (20).

High expectations of the trainers from new graduates may pose additional challenges during transition. Given limited experience of new graduates, it may be unrealistic to expect them to be competent at doing complex clinical procedures and handle challenging situations independently. It would be reasonable for the trainees to ask for help from their trainers in such situations and the trainers need to provide a positive and constructive feedback to support the learning needs of the trainees. Studies on Dental Foundation Training provide evidence of disparity in the trainer's expectations and resultant negative influences on trainees’ experiences (18, 20).

Although the centralized recruitment for foundation training has many positives, it remains a source of stress for dental graduates and it confronts them as an additional challenge during their final year. The perceived need of participants regarding prior training for DF-1 interviews seems reasonable (31). Although provision of interview training depends on logistics and resources available at
individual dental schools, it can provide vital support to the students in their progress towards a challenging milestone.

Participants in this study expressed the need to prioritise clinical exposure over simulated learning in order to gain a more realistic experience. Learning in simulated environments is well-established in medical and dental curricula and helps to achieve competency in a variety of skills especially before attempting irreversible operative procedures on patients. In addition to serving as a safety net, simulated learning may provide a suitable alternative to learn skills in areas where real life exposure is not possible due to lack of patient availability or limited clinical resources. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate that emphasis should be placed on providing adequate clinical exposure in undergraduate years.

A key recommendation to facilitate transition in this study was to provide a structured experience in general practice settings prior to graduation regarded as a key. There is evidence that experience in general practice in a primary care setting provides a more realistic experience of what might lie ahead and some dental schools in UK have such arrangements in place (32, 33). However, it remains unclear whether the students get such experience consistently across UK. In addition the participants also discussed the need for liaison between dental students and their peers in foundation training. While the strong trends in the use of social media provide an ideal platform for such interaction (34), the dental schools can play their part by organizing pep talks and provide their students with opportunities to interact with previous graduates.

Sampling for qualitative research is not random but purposive (35). For the study to be valid, a representative sample of involved individuals needs to sought. The
"multiple realities" of any cultural context should be represented. Therefore, it is important in qualitative research to represent a variety of voices adequately, interviewing an array of subjects in an organization or profession, allowing triangulation of subjects (36). Although the participants in this study represented the key stakeholders in dental education, there was no input from the patients and this may be regarded as a limitation of this research. Perhaps it may be useful to gauge the views of patients as well in future studies. It also needs to be reiterated that although dental students and foundation dentists are at the heart of this study, they possess limited experience at this stage and it is likely their views and perceptions may change with further exposure to dental practice.

The interviews for this study were conducted by a full-time academic. Although the impact of an “insider’s” influence in research remains a topic of intense debate, it is considered to be legitimate (37). It can offer several advantages to the quality of the study including familiarity with the research topic and better understanding of the participants to produce a richer data (38).

The experience of dental foundation training programme in UK over two decades may serve as a useful model to provide a structured introduction to general dental practice after graduation. The continuum of dental education does not end at the point of graduation but is a life-long process. Further research is required to explore the merits of mentoring new dental graduates in varying settings. It also needs to be mentioned that organising training of new graduates with dedicated trainers and dental practices may have significant cost implications. This may be particularly challenging due to current financial constraints in many countries. Perhaps ADEE may provide an appropriate forum to explore the internship of new dental graduates
across Europe. This may help achieve harmonisation in training of new graduates after leaving a dental school and complement the ADEE profile of a dental graduate.

**Conclusions**

This study underscores the importance of a mentored year in general dental practice environment for new dental graduates and also provides insights into the challenges and benefits of transition. Given the limited clinical experience of new graduates, an additional year of supervision serves as a safety net before they become more independent. The use of general practice settings offers a realistic environment which is more closely aligned to a future career in practice. The dental foundation training programme has been in place for over two decades in UK and this study provides useful insights into the experiences and perceptions of the stakeholders. Foundation training may serve as a useful model for dental educators in Europe and beyond should they wish to revisit the transition of new dental graduates into general practice.
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